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A single domain wall (DW) moves at linearly increasing velocity under an increasing homogeneous

drive magnetic field. Present experiments show that the DW is braked and finally trapped at a given

position when an additional antiparallel local magnetic field is applied. That position and its velocity are

further controlled by suitable tuning of the local field. In turn, the parallel local field of small amplitude

does not significantly affect the effective wall speed at long distance, although it generates tail-to-tail and

head-to-head pairs of walls moving along opposite directions when that field is strong enough.
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Modern high-density ultrafast data storage and logic
devices [1] involve field or current driven domain wall
motion in magnetic wires [2,3]. While in racetrack mem-
ory devices, an entire encoded domain wall (DW) pattern
moves coherently along a nanostrip [4], in logic devices
single domain walls propagate through a magnetic nano-
strip network containing various gates and junctions [5].
Consequently, a very precise control of DW motion is of
crucial importance for the development of such advanced
devices.

Nanostrip lithography wires are characterized by trans-
verse and vortex DWs injected under suitable conditions
[6,7]. DW motion is artificially pinned by local notches
[8,9] or stray fields [10] as has been directly observed [11].
Their velocity increases linearly with an applied field until
reaching a breakdown where walls reduce speed and
change shape [1,12]. Particularly, experimental [13] and
simulation [14,15] studies have shown that transverse
fields modify the DW velocity.

Nevertheless, no clue is achieved about the nucleation or
control in position and velocity of a DW without irrevers-
ibly modifying the nanowire geometry (i.e., notches) or
applying sufficiently controlled local fields (i.e., local stray
fields or nonlocal transverse fields). Here we propose a
new, simple, and more flexible way of injecting and trap-
ping single domain walls, locate them in a given desired
position or move them with high speed in the linear be-
havior with an applied field (i.e., no breakdown).

In order to demonstrate this technology we are consid-
ering the case of magnetic cylindrical wires, a few microns
in diameter and up to kilometers in length. Amorphous
glass-coated microwires, produced by the quenching and
drawing technique, have been used in the present experi-
ments, with Fe77:5Si7:5B15 nominal composition, 11 cm in
length, and an 11 �m metallic core diameter covered by a
Pyrex-glass coating to result in a total diameter of 40 �m.
The alloy composition (saturation magnetic polarization,
�0Ms ¼ 1:56 T) was chosen so that the wire exhibits high
(3� 10�5) magnetostriction and consequently strong lon-
gitudinal uniaxial magnetic anisotropy that results in a

magnetic bistable character. As investigated in previous
studies [16,17], a single-domain structure is promoted by
their strong uniaxial magnetic anisotropy. Consequently,
magnetization reversal proceeds by nucleation or depin-
ning of a single DW that propagates long distances under
the action of a homogeneous magnetic field. Its velocity
reaches values as high as km=s, and its dynamics and
intrinsic damping mechanisms have been thoroughly in-
vestigated recently [18–20]. Here, we report on the effect
of local magnetic fields on that moving wall.
This wire is a nearly ideal system that allows us to

design novel experiments to study essential properties of
single DWs of relevance in advanced spintronics and 3D
logic devices. Present results can be easily extended and
applied to nanomagnetic systems because general prin-
ciples are used.
A simple, Sixtus & Tonks-like, experiment was designed

to demonstrate the controlled motion of a single DW as is
schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The setup consists of
11 cm long solenoid which creates a uniform driven mag-
netic field, Hdr, (leaving a stable remanence domain struc-
ture characterized by a long axial domain and closure
structures at the ends) and a short (4 mm long) exciting
coil generating a local longitudinal field, HL, favoring or
opposing Hdr, thus affecting the motion of the propagating
wall. This coil was placed exactly at the middle of the main
solenoid and equidistant from two pickup coils (3 mm
long) symmetrically placed and separated 87 mm. Both,
the drive and the local-field coils were in phase fed by
40 Hz frequency ac square electrical current. That fre-
quency is low enough so that the rising of the field signal
reaches its stationary value and a constant field is assumed
to act on the propagating walls. Note in Fig. 1(a) that
the wire is asymmetrically placed, which generates a
local magnetic inhomogeneity at its left-hand end.
Consequently, under a switching reverse field, a domain
wall depins from the left end and propagates to right. The
rightward motion of the DW is confirmed by the sequence
of sensed pulses in the pickup coils. The methodology for
DW velocity determination can be found elsewhere
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[17,19,21–24]. Under a homogeneous drive field, a stan-
dard DW depins from the left end of the wire and its speed
is evaluated from the time interval between induced signals
in the sensing coils. A fast DW propagation is observed,
with a linear dependence of its velocity on the drive field
ranging between 750 and 840 m=s when the drive field
increases from 160 to 300 A=m. This expected linear
behavior is represented by the motion equation: v ¼
�ðHdr �H0Þ, where v is DW velocity, � ¼ 2�0Ms=�
its mobility (�, the effective damping parameter), and H0

denotes a minimum applied field required for the DW
propagation.

In the case of the antiparallel field configuration (Hdr �
HL), the standard domain wall, DWSt, generated at the left
end moves to the right, reaches the first sensing coil, and
then approaches the local coil. HL brakes its motion as is
observed in Fig. 2. Moreover, for a given local-field am-
plitude, HL ¼ HLTrap, the wall bounces and is trapped

somewhere before reaching the local-field coil, just where
the sum of both fields, Hdr þHL, is zero. In our particular
experiment shown in Fig. 2, under constant Hdr ¼
170 A=m, the equilibrium position of the DWSt is calcu-
lated to be at 4.27 mm from the local coil. This bounce and
stop of the DWSt is directly evidenced by the fact that a
peak is only recorded by the left sensing coil while no DW
reaches the pickup coil to the right [see Fig. 3(a)].

The case of the parallel field configuration (Hdr þHL)
gives rise also to an interesting outcome. Figure 4(a) shows
the DW velocity as a function of Hdr for selected values of

HL. Note that for HL ¼ 0, the DW propagates with
linearly-increasing velocity proportional to Hdr. Also, no-
tice that the DW speed is not affected when increasing HL

roughly up to about HL � 1 kA=m, as can be observed in
Fig. 4(b). Nevertheless, for a critical value,HL � 1 kA=m,
the induced peaks nearly simultaneously reach both sens-
ing coils which are symmetrically placed from the local-
field coil [see Fig. 3(b)]. In order to understand such peaks
overlapping we should admit thatHL, added toHdr, is high
enough to nucleate a local reverse domain. The nucleation
field is thus estimated to be around 1200 A=m. It implies
that two walls, namely, tail-to-tail and head-to-head DWs,
DWInj� and DWInjþ, respectively, in Fig. 1(c), are injected
at HL ¼ HLInj and almost immediately propagate along

opposite orientations reaching the pickup coils nearly si-
multaneously. Considering the distance from the local-field
coil to the sensing coils and the time interval between
switching on HL and reaching the sensing coils, we can
estimate a lower limit for the velocity of these injected
walls as it is given in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b). As observed in
Fig. 4(b), the injected DW apparently propagates at nearly
1=2 speed compared with the standard DW. We should
emphasize, nevertheless, that the injected DW velocity
given value should actually be understood as a lower limit
owing to the uncertainty in the determination of the instant
when the walls properly start propagating and that we are
computing this wall dynamics transient process with the
same speed as the final stationary regime.
We should notice that during some time interval, three

DWs (the standard, DWSt, and the injected DWInj� and

DWInjþ walls in Fig. 1(c)] are simultaneously propagating

although the left-hand sensing coil will only detect the
signal from the wall arriving first, either the standard

FIG. 1 (color online). General view of the coils system and the
microwire (a). Schematic view of the domain structure during
DWs propagation under drive field, Hdr: standard wall, DWSt,
propagating under additional reduced local field, HL (HL ¼ 0,
HL <HLTrap, in antiparallel configuration, or HL <HLInj, in

parallel configuration) (b). Standard, DWSt, and injected,
DWInj� and DWInjþ, walls moving under strong parallel local

field (HL >HLInj). Arrows denote the magnetization, M, orien-

tation inside domains and the DWs propagation velocity,
vDW (c).

FIG. 2 (color online). The standard DW velocity, v, is tuned in
with a local field,HL, antiparallel to the homogeneous drive field
(Hdr ¼ 170 A=m) originating the wall motion [see Fig. 1(b)].
Notice that for a given local field, HL ¼ HLTrap � 610 A=m, the

DW gets trapped. Experimental (h) and calculated (�) data of
DWSt speed are included.
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one, DWSt, coming from the left end or the tail-to-tail wall,
DWInj�, coming from the middle of the wire.

Complementary calculations on the influence of the
local field on the DW dynamics confirm that an antiparallel
local field results in the braking and finally trapping of the
standard wall. The equation of motion of a wall can be
written as:

m
d2x

dt2
þ �

dx

dt
þ kx ¼ 2�0MsHS; (1)

where m is the inertial mass of the wall, � the damping
coefficient, k the restoring force constant, �0 the perme-
ability of vacuum, Ms the saturation magnetization of the
wire,H the total applied field, and S the section of the DW.

In our experiment the applied magnetic field, Hap, con-

tains two terms:

Hap ¼ Hdr þHL; (2)

the drive field, Hdr, is spatially constant during the experi-
ment and the local field, HL, can be expressed as:

HL ¼ NI

2l

�
xþ l=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðxþ l=2Þ2 þ a2

p � x� l=2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðx� l=2Þ2 þ a2
p

�
; (3)

where I is the current amplitude through the local coil,
characterized by N turns, length l, and radius a. The origin
of the x coordinate is taken at the center of the coil.
Equation (1) can be then expressed as:

mv
dv

dx
þ �vþ kx ¼ 2�0MsSðHdr þHLðxÞÞ (4)

The restoring force, kx, does not have a local influence but
it is usually assumed to be an average of the constant
resistance to the wall motion due to defects. However,
for this kind of materials, this term is negative acting as
an additional force or apparent magnetic field [18]. In any
case, from the mathematical point of view we can consider:

mv
dv

dx
þ �v ¼ 2�0MsS½Hd þHLðxÞ� þ Fres: (5)

This differential equation has been solved by means of
MATLAB 6.5�, using the code45 algorithm for the Runge-

Kutta method. From Fig. 4 we obtain that � ¼
3:69� 10�10 kg s�1. The mass of the DW (which cross
section is taken as that of the wire) is evaluated to be m ¼
3:257� 10�15 kg after considering the values of the ap-
plied fields to stop the domain wall (Hdr ¼ 610 A=m, and
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FIG. 3 (color online). Drive, Hdr (dark grey in printed version, blue online), and (high-amplitude) Local, HL (light grey in printed
version, green online), fields, and emf responses recorded in the left (grey in printed version, red online) and right (black) sensing coils:
antiparallel (a) and parallel (b) field configurations.
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HLTrap ¼ 170 A=m, see Fig. 2) and the initial velocity

(730 m=s).
Figure 5. A shows the calculated velocity of the domain

wall as it moves from pickup coil 1 to pickup coil 2 under a
local field, HL, antiparallel to the drive field, Hdr, and
slightly smaller than the critical value to trap the domain
wall. In the first region, the domain wall moves with a
constant velocity as the influence of the local magnetic
field is constrained to a small region around the local coil.
The decreasing of the wall velocity is then very abrupt,
being nearly stopped in a position above zero from the
center of the system. However, the local magnetic field is
not strong enough to completely stop the domain wall and
it finally reaches the equilibrium velocity close to the
pickup coil 2. The velocity of the DW is asymmetrical
due to the influence of the damping and the inertial mass.

Above the critical value of the local magnetic field, the
differential Eq. (5) only has a solution for a certain range of
positions, as is shown in Fig. 5(b). The DW bounces and,
owing to its inertia, gets back towards the first pickup coil
until it is stopped at the zero field position, which for the
system here described, corresponds to �4:27� 10�3 m
(measured from the center of the system).

The calculated influence of the local field on the DW
speed for the antiparallel field configuration (driving field
170 A=m) fits very well with the experimental data (see
Fig. 2). In the case of parallel field configuration (equilib-
rium velocity of 804 m=s and driving field of 250 A=m), a
slight increase of the velocity of the DW is obtained which
is not observed in the experimental results as it remains
nearly within the experimental error bar [see Fig. 4(b)].

The calculated velocity values as HL increases are in-
cluded in Fig. 2. The critical field to trap the standard
domain wall, DWSt, can be reduced tailoring both the
damping coefficient of the DW as well as its inertial
mass, related to the volume of the DW, which extends
these results to smaller geometries.

Some implications can be derived from the present
experiment particularly on the braking and trapping of
DWs as well as of the nucleation of local domains with
the corresponding injection of pairs of tail-to-tail and
head-to-head DWs. Injection of DWs can be achieved by

profiting local moment distribution around local defects
that transform into local reverse domains under the action
of suitable magnetic fields. This is also the case of the
magnetic moment inhomogeneities generated at the ends
of our wire to diminish the stray fields energy. Here, in
addition, we show that a local magnetic field can be
properly employed to trap or inject DWs conveniently.
The control of trapping and eventual subsequent motion

activation of DWs is in the very essence of advanced race
track memory devices. The related experience offers novel
possibilities to be open, for example, by combining the
opposite effect of sets of such local coil fields distributed
along the wire. One set coil generating local fields, HL1

(parallel configuration) would inject pairs of walls moving
in opposite directions while the other one, generating a
local field, HL2 <HL1 (antiparallel configuration and
smaller amplitude) would trap walls moving in one of the
given directions. In this multi-injection of head-to-head
and tail-to-tail DWs, the field pulses for nucleating, trap-
ping, and driven fields should be reversed in a convenient
sequence. Ideal wires are needed, with constant roughness
and magnetoelastic stresses distribution at the surface.
The results presented here are for a cylindrical magnetic

wire a few micrometers in diameter. Nevertheless, the
consequences are straightforward and can be extended
for wires with reduced diameters and different cross sec-
tions. Lithography methods can be properly used for pre-
paring tiny exciting coils to inject and trap DWs which,
together with suitable sensing heads, could be used for
storage of magnetic information.
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